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Here is a summary of the features and content of the action RPG that is currently on the App Store for iPhone. ABOUT THE ELDEN RING TRILOGY (1) Tarnished The action RPG adventure for iPhone. By taking on the role of a fallen character who has fallen to the Darkest Abyss, you will fight for the protagonists on the battlefield of the lands between and
venture into the depths of the endless dungeons, further to save the world. Tarnished, the main character, is a fallen man known as a Tarnished, who no longer has a soul and has been left to his own devices after having been defiled. Tarnished is sent to the Darkest Abyss with the intention of being destroyed by the dark nemesis, the Demon King of
War who has a blood thirst for the Eldaen and their rivals, the People of Light. (2) Rise The second installment to the trilogy, Rise. Tarnished goes on a journey to find the lost and forlorn from the Eldaen, the People of Light. Tarnished begins to regain his soul by interacting with those who have fallen deep into the Darkness, and many challenges await
as he roams the lands between. (3) Reflect The third installment to the trilogy, Reflect. You can find the main character, Tarnished, in the desolate lands between. Tarnished is now the heroic commander of the Eldaen, and he leads a group of soldiers who share a passion for justice and strive to protect the lands between. ABOUT THE GAME • An
experience that mixes action with RPG. • Narrative that is heartwarming and full of thrills. • An overflowing game that mixes adventure, action, and RPG. ABOUT THE SCREENSHOTS Look closely and you will find the feeling of depth and the broadness of the game’s world The main character in Rise A room full of spectacular battles Exploring the Land
Between A mysterious door Leading the group on an adventure A dark and frightening dungeon A swordsman A delicate and delicate wail Magic that has both strength and weakness A shining sword ABOUT THE GRAPHICS • Enjoy the emotions of action and battles in the worlds that are full of depth. •

Features Key:
A vast, compelling world A vast world where unique elements, objectives, and quests lie scattered across a large, detailed map. A world with a vast, diverse range of player groups who fight using magic, weapons, and different strategies.
Adventure Game Components Adventure game components, such as a vast map to explore, appealing and simple weapons and characters, and love-heart events to bring life to the story are provided.
A Multilayered World of Stories The game’s world is a giant fortress, and the events are presented in fragments from a variety of angles.
Online Customization Sleeping, eating, and other actions are supported in a free-form manner, and your character looks more beautiful than before. The system allows you to change your profile picture and equipment as you please. EXPERIENCE THE TRIUMPH OF COSMIC POWER

The release date is July 26th, 2019
Price: 7,600 yen
Updates
Added a recipe for [Honey Cookies] Text for the customization of the [Honey Cookies] recipe will be added in the future.
(Main Quest)
Implemented [Nausea] as a new Game Mechanic [Nausea] is a mechanic that makes it difficult for you to notice encounters the same as others.
(Diary Quest)

Diary Quest
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